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a b s t r a c t

A thermal–hydraulic model has been developed to simulate loss of the ultimate heat sink in a typical
material testing reactor (MTR). The model involves three interactively coupled sub-models for reactor
core, heat exchanger and cooling tower. The model is validated against PARET code for steady-state oper-
ation and verified by the reactor operation records for transients. Then, the model is used to simulate the
thermal–hydraulic behavior of the reactor under a loss of the ultimate heat sink event. The simulation is
performed for two operation regimes: regime I representing 11 MW power and three cooling tower cells
operated, and regime II representing 22 MW power and six cooling tower cells operated. In regime I, the
simulation is performed for 1, 2 and 3 cooling tower cells failed while in regime II, it is performed for 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 and 6 cooling tower cells failed. The simulation is performed under protected conditions where the
safety action called power reduction is triggered by reactor protection system to decrease the reactor
power by 20% when the coolant inlet temperature to the core reaches 43 �C and scram is triggered if
the core inlet temperature reaches 44 �C. The model results are analyzed and discussed.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The research reactor safety calculations usually emphasize the
simulations of the reactivity insertion accidents (RIA), and loss of
flow accidents (LOFA). In the simulation of reactivity accidents it
is customary to systematically consider transients with and without
scram event, called respectively, protected transients and unpro-
tected or self-limited transients, (Khater et al., 2007; Kazeminejad,
2006; Housiadas, 2002; El-Messiry, 2000; Mirza et al., 1998; Nasir
et al., 1999). With the reactor shutdown system enabled, all LOFA
simulations predict that clad temperature remains well below the
clad melting point (El-Morshedy, 2011, 2002; Mairy et al., 2003;
Bokhari and Mahmood, 2005). Unprotected LOFA is also investi-
gated by (Hamidouche et al., 2004; Housiadas, 2000) where it is
connected with the development of massive bulk boiling in the
hot channel, inducing flow instabilities of the Ledinegg type. In
the event of loss of heat sink, it is postulated the fault of parts of
the secondary system, also it is considered the possibility of failure
on the cooling towers of the main heat sink. The primary coolant
system forced circulation is available and no coolant losses from
the primary system. Little work has been done to investigate the loss
of ultimate heat sink however it is considered as a design basis acci-
dent. Therefore, the objective of the present work is to develop a
thermal–hydraulic model to simulate the behavior of a typical

material testing reactor (MTR) reactor under loss of heat sink. The
reactor under the present study (Khater et al., 2007; El-Morshedy,
2002) is a pool-type reactor with an open water surface and variable
core arrangement. The core power is 22 MW, cooled by light water,
moderated by water and with beryllium reflectors. It has a plate-
type fuel elements with aluminum clad. Fig. 1 shows a schematic
diagram for the reactor cooling systems. After reactor shutdown, de-
cay heat is removed by natural circulation mechanism through flap
valves. In order to reduce the irradiation level above the reactor pool
due to the upward coolant flow direction in the reactor core, a pris-
matic structure, known as the chimney is mounted on the core grid,
forming with its walls a vertical duct around the fuel elements with
a lateral derivation opening that allows the passage of water from
the core circuit towards the exit, a vast water column of 10 m above
the core is adapted to act as radiation shielding, a small downwards
flow was directed from above the reactor core in the upper part of
the chimney in order to drag along any possibly active element.
The ultimate heat sink consists mainly of six cells cooling tower,
each cell has a cooling capacity of 4.1 MW. A summary of the key
features of the reactor are shown in Table 1.

2. Mathematical model

The mathematical model consists of three sub-models namely;
reactor core model, heat exchanger model and cooling tower
model.
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Nomenclature

A area, m2

cp specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg �C
Dh hydraulic diameter, m
e extrapolated distance, m
h enthalpy, J/kg
hfg latent heat of vaporization, J/kg
HTC convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 �C
K thermal conductivity, W/m2 �C
M mass, kg
Nu Nusselt number
PPF power peaking factor
q volumetric heat generation, W/m3

Re Reynolds number
T temperature, �C
T mean temperature, �C
w coolant mass flow rate, kg/s
W average thermal power of the reactor, W
x radial coordinate, m
z axial coordinate, m

ze half extrapolated length, m
zc half active length, m

Greek letters
/ heat flux, W/m2

x humidity ratio

Subscripts
a air
c cold
c coolant
cl clad
cv control volume
f fuel
h hot
H heated
m maximum
v vapor
w water
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Fig. 1. Reactor core cooling systems.
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2.1. Reactor core model

The core model includes the determination of coolant, clad and
fuel temperatures in both steady and transient states. The coolant
channel is divided into a specified axial regions while the fuel plate
is divided into a specified radial nodes, then a nodal thermal–
hydraulic calculation for both average and hot channels is per-
formed with a chopped cosine heat generation flux. Fig. 2 shows
a scheme of MTR fuel element with rectangular geometry.

2.1.1. Steady-state
2.1.1.1. Coolant temperature. It is assumed that the heat generated
is transferred via convection from the fuel plate to the coolant,
with no heat transmission via conduction existing in a lengthwise
direction along the fuel plate. The amount of heat generated per
unit time in an elemental volume of fuel core, situated at a distance
z from the origin of the coordinates is:

dQgðzÞ ¼ qðzÞ � Ath � dz ð1Þ

where Ath is the cross sectional area of the fuel and q(z) is the local
volumetric heat generation given by:

qðzÞ ¼ qm cos
pz

2 � ze
ð2Þ

where qm is the maximum volumetric heat generation (at the core
center) and ze is the extrapolated length, ze = zc + 2e, where zc is half
of the active length and e is the extrapolated distance.

The amount of heat removed by the coolant per unit time is:

dQrðzÞ ¼ w � cp � dT ð3Þ

where w is the coolant mass flow rate.
At steady state, the amount of heat generated should be equal

to the amount of heat removed,

dQgðzÞ ¼ dQrðzÞ ð4Þ

Substituting from Eqs. (1)–(3) in Eq. (4):

dT ¼ qm � Ath

w � cp
� cos

p � z
2 � ze

� dz ð5Þ

By integrating both sides, we obtain the distribution function for
the average temperature of the coolant in a lengthwise direction
along the channel.

TcðzÞ ¼ Ti þ
qm � Ath

w � cp
� 2 � ze

p
sin

p � z
2 � ze

� �z

�zc

ð6Þ

where Ti is the coolant inlet temperature.

2.1.1.2. Clad temperature. Clad-surface temperature is calculated by
applying Newton’s cooling law:

/ðzÞ ¼ HTC � ðTclðzÞ � TcðzÞÞ ð7Þ

where HTC is the local heat transfer coefficient.

/ðzÞ ¼ /m � cos
pz

2 � ze
ð8Þ

where /m is the maximum admissible heat flux.
The clad-surface temperature is calculated as:

TclðzÞ ¼ Tcl;iðzÞ þ
/ðzÞ
kcl

xcl ð9Þ

where Tcl,i(z) is the inner clad-surface temperature and xcl is the clad
thickness.

2.1.1.3. Fuel temperature. The fuel temperature distribution is cal-
culated by solving the general heat conduction equation for one
dimension at steady-state condition:

d2Tf

dx2 ¼ �
qðzÞ
kf

ð10Þ

With the boundary condition dT/dx = 0 at x = 0 and Tf(z,xf) = Tcl,i(z)
where xf is the half fuel thickness.

The fuel temperature is then determined as:

Tf ðz; xÞ ¼
qðzÞ
2kf
ðx2

f � x2Þ þ Tcl;iðzÞ ð11Þ

2.1.2. Transient-state
The water coolant is considered incompressible in turbulent re-

gime. A transient heat balance for the lumped, coolant, clad and
fuel are as follows:

Coolant:

Mccpc
dTc

dt

� �
¼ �2w � cpc � ðTc � TiÞ ¼ HTC � AclðTcl � TcÞ ð12Þ

Aluminum clad:

Mclcpcl
dTcl

dt
¼ UðAf þ AclÞ

xf þ xcl
½Tf � Tcl� �

HTC � Acl

d
ðTcl � TcÞ ð13Þ

Fuel interior:

Mf cpf
dTf

dt
¼ /a � PPF � Af �

UðAf þ AclÞ
xf þ xcl

½Tf � Tcl� ð14Þ

Table 1
Reactor core design parameters [1].

Design thermal power (MW) 22
Water temperature at core inlet (�C) 40
Water temperature at core outlet (�C) 50
Nominal core flow (m3/h) 1900
Number of fuel elements 29
Number of fuel plates per fuel element 19
Enrichment (%) 19.7
Total peaking factor 3.0
Axial peaking factor 1.35
Active length (cm) 80.0
Extrapolated length (cm) 8.0
External section of fuel element (cm2) 8.0 � 8.0
Section in grid to house the FE (cm2) 8.1 � 8.1
Plate thickness (cm) 0.15
Fuel thickness (cm) 0.07
Fuel width (cm) 6.40
Frame thickness (cm) 0.50
Frame width (cm) 8.0
External distance between frames (cm) 8.0
Internal distance between frames (cm) 7.0
Water gap between plates: of a single fuel element (cm) of

different fuel elements (cm)
0.27
0.39

Upper plenum (cm) 12.0
Inlet channel length (cm) 15.0

2Xf

Z

XclXcl

coolant coolant

cladclad fuel

Fig. 2. Scheme of MTR fuel plate.
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where /a is the core average heat flux and U is the overall heat
transfer coefficient given by 1

U ¼
xf

kf
þ xcl

kcl
.

The mean value of an axially dependent temperature is given by

TðtÞ ¼ 1
2zc

Z zc

�zc

Tcðz; tÞdz ð15Þ

The axial temperature distributions of fuel, clad, and coolant in
terms of the mean temperatures as follows [12]:

TclðzÞ ¼ TcðzÞ � ðTcl � TcÞ cos
pðz� ðzc=2ÞÞ

ze

� �
ð16Þ

Tf ¼ TclðzÞ þ ðTf � TclÞ cos
pðz� ðzc=2ÞÞ

ze

� �
ð17Þ

The axial position at which the maximum fuel and clad temperature
occurs are

zmax ¼
zc

2
þ ze

p
tan�1 2

p
ze

zc

Tc � Ti
� �
ðTf � TcÞ

ð18Þ

The maximum coolant temperature is the outlet temperature Tco,
where

Tco ¼ 2Tc � Ti ð19Þ

where T is the mean temperature.
As the flow condition is always considered turbulent flow, the

heat transfer coefficient, HTC is calculated by (Dittus and Boelter,
1930) equation:

Nu ¼ 0:0243Re0:8Pr0:4 ð20Þ

2.2. Heat exchanger model

The heat exchangers used are of ALFA-LAFAL plate type consist-
ing of 162 of corrugated plates. In the heat exchanger the primary
coolant flows upward on one side of the plates and the secondary
coolant flows downward on the other side. The secondary coolant
system removes the heat from the primary system heat exchangers
and transfers it to the environment through cooling tower units.
The main heat exchanger data are shown in Table 2.

Both the hot and cold streams are assumed to be incompress-
ible and average fluid properties are used. Consider a control

volume of heat exchanger, and applying the energy conservation
equation in dynamic state as follows (Massoud, 2002):

Qi�1 � Q i ¼
@

@t
ðmicpwTiÞ

Qi�1 ¼ ww;hcpwðTh;in � Th;outÞ

Qi ¼ U � A � DTLMTD

Mw;hcpw
dTh;out

dt
¼ ww;hcpwðTh;in � Th;outÞ � U � A� DTLMTD ð21Þ

Mw;ccpw
dTc;out

dt
¼ U � A� DTLMTD �ww;hcpwðTc;out � Tc;inÞ ð22Þ

where DTLMTD is the logarithmic mean temperature difference given
by:

Table 2
Heat exchanger main data.

Number of plates 162
Heat transfer area (m2) 294
Plates material AISI316
Plate thickness (mm) 0.5
Primary side liquid volume (l) 504
Secondary side liquid volume (l) 510
Fluid relative direction Counter flow
Active height (mm) 1842
Thermal capacity (MW) 11

Table 3
Cooling tower design parameters.

Parameter Value

Number of cells 6
Water flow rate per cell (m3/h) 520
Hot water temperature (�C) 37.0
Cold water temperature (�C) 30.0
Wet bulb temperature (�C) 24.0
Range (�C) 7.0
Approach (�C) 6.0
Fan speed (rpm) 380
Fan power (hp) 48.1
Water to air mass flow ratio (L/G) 1.366
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Fig. 3. Temperature distribution along the average channel.
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DTLMTD ¼
ðTh;in � Tc;outÞ � ðTh;out � Tc;inÞ
ðlnðTh;in � Tc;outÞ=ðTh;out � Tc;inÞÞ

A finite difference approximation is utilized to simulate the above
governing differential equations. The above differential equations
are assumed to be initial value problem.

2.3. Cooling tower model

The conservation equation of energy for a control volume of the
cooling tower is given by (Kröger, 2004; Donald Kern, 1980):

dhw

dt
þ 1

mcv

Xn

1

wi

 !
hout ¼

1
Mcv

Xn

1

winhin ð23Þ

hi ¼ hair;in þ hw;in

hout ¼ hair;out þ hw;out

The enthalpy of the air–water vapor mixture per unit mass of dry air
is expressed by:

hair;in ¼ cpaTai;in þxðhfg þ cpvTa;inÞ

dhw;out

dt
¼ 1

Mcv
ðwwhw;in þwairhair;inÞ

¼ 1
Mcv
ðwwhw;out þwairhair;outÞ ð24Þ

Table 3 shows the main design parameters of the reactor cooling
tower.

3. Model assessment

3.1. Steady-state

In steady-state normal operation, the model is validated against
PARET (Obenchian, 1969) code. The temperature distributions
along the axial direction are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for average
and hot channels respectively. The maximum coolant tempera-
tures are achieved at the channel exit; their values are 50 �C and
62 �C for the average and hot channels respectively. The maximum
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Fig. 4. Temperature distribution along the hot channel.
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values of clad-surface and fuel-center temperatures are shifted
from the channel center in the direction of flow. Table 4 shows
the maximum temperature values predicted by the present model
and PARET code for both the average and hot channels. Table 3 and
Figs. 3 and 4 show a good agreement between the results of the
present model and PARET code for steady-state operation.

3.2. Transient-state

In transient-state, the model is verified against the reactor oper-
ational data records at a power of 19.69 MW and two different

ambient wet bulb temperatures of 14 �C and 22 �C during reactor
operation period of 1500 s. Figs. 5 and 6 show comparisons be-
tween the predicted and recorded inlet and outlet temperatures
for the reactor core and cooling tower respectively. The results
show a good agreement between the predicted and recorded data.

4. Results and discussion

The present model is used to simulate the loss of the reactor
ultimate heat sink. Simulation is performed for two operation re-
gimes namely; regime I and regime II. In regime I, the reactor is
operated at a power of 11 MW; only one primary cooling branch
is used with one pump and one heat exchanger. In the secondary
cooling system, three cooling tower cells with one operated pump
are running. While in regime II, the reactor operates at a power of
22 MW, two primary cooling branches are operated with one
pump and one heat exchanger in each branch, and six cooling
tower cells with two operated pumps are running in the secondary
cooling system. The simulation of the heat sink failure is performed
by excluding cooling tower cells one by one respectively. The reac-

Table 4
Maximum temperature values predicted by the present model and PARET code.

Maximum temperatures Average channel Hot channel

Present PARET Present PARET

Coolant 50.0 49.8 62.0 62.0
Clad-surface 65.0 66.5 95.5 96.4
Fuel-center 75.0 76.8 118.0 119.2
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tor is considered operating at its design parameters for steady-
state normal operation before the loss of heat sink occurred. The
reactor protection system is enabled during the simulation; there-
fore reactor power limitation to its eighty percent is triggered in
case of reactor core inlet temperature reaching 43 �C. If the inlet
temperature continues increasing to reach 44 �C, another safety ac-
tion is recalled to shut down the reactor by scram.

The following events are considered in the simulation at regime
I:

(1) One cooling tower cell fails.
(2) Two cooling tower cells fail.
(3) Three cooling tower cells fail.

It is assumed that, the reactor was operated at its nominal
power (11 MW) for 400 s steady-state operation before the loss
of heat sink initiated.

Fig. 7 shows the variation of the cooling tower outlet tempera-
ture during loss of the heat sink due to one, two and three cooling
tower cells fail. The outlet temperature increased as fans excluded

from the system, one failed fan leads to power reduction due to
high core inlet temperature as described subsequently, and then
the cooling tower outlet temperature reaches a maximum value
of 33.7 �C at time of 1085 s. For cases of two and three fans fail,
the reactor is scrammed and the maximum cooling tower outlet
temperature reaches a value of 35.2 �C at times of 970 and 840 s
for the two cases respectively. Fig. 8 shows the variation of the core
inlet temperature during loss of the heat sink due to one, two and
three cooling tower cells failure. The failure of one cell leads to a
rapid increase in the core inlet temperature to reach the safety lim-
it (43 �C) and so a power reduction action to 80% is triggered lead-
ing the temperature to decrease gradually. In cases of two and
three cells fail, the limitation action at inlet temperature of 43 �C
could not stop the temperature rise and the inlet temperature in-
creased to 44 �C and so scram is triggered due to high core inlet
temperature leading the temperature to decrease gradually.
Figs. 9–11 show the variation of the maximum hot channel coolant,
clad-surface and fuel-center temperatures respectively during loss
of the heat sink due to one, two and three cooling tower cells fail.
During steady-state, the maximum value of the coolant tempera-
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ture in the hot channel is 62 �C at the channel exit. After the loss of
one cooling tower cell, the core inlet temperature increased grad-
ually and so the maximum coolant temperature in the hot channel
increased gradually to reach 64.7 �C before limitation. For cases of
two and three cooling tower cells fail, the maximum coolant tem-
perature reaches 65.8 �C just before scram. Both the clad-surface
and fuel-center temperatures follow the same trend with higher
values. The maximum temperature values predicted and its occur-
rence time for regime I during the loss of heat sink events are de-
picted in Table 5. It shows that, the maximum coolant, clad-surface
and fuel-center temperatures are far from the saturation, onset of
nucleate boiling and blistering temperatures respectively.

The simulation of regime II includes the following events:

(1) One cooling tower cell fails.
(2) Two cooling tower cells fail.
(3) Three cooling tower cells fail.
(4) Four cooling tower cells fail.

(5) Five cooling tower cells fail.
(6) Six cooling tower cells fail.

Fig. 12 shows the variation of the cooling tower outlet temper-
ature during loss of the heat sink due to one, two, three, four, five
and six cooling tower cells fail. The outlet temperature increased as
fans excluded from the system, one failed fan leads to slight grad-
ual increase in outlet temperature. While two fans fail lead to
power reduction due to high core inlet temperature, and then
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Table 5
Maximum temperature values predicted during loss of heat sink for regime I.

Event Coolant
(�C)

Clad-surface
(�C)

Fuel-center
(�C)

Time (s)

One cell fails 64.7 80.4 87.8 1080
Two cells fail 65.8 81.5 88.9 970
Three cells fail 65.8 81.5 88.9 850
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the cooling tower outlet temperature reaches a maximum value of
32.92 �C at time of 940 s. The reactor is scrammed for cases of more
than two cells fail and the maximum cooling tower outlet temper-
ature reaches a value of 35.3 �C at times of 1000, 840, 710 and
640 s for the cases of three, four, five and six fans fail respectively.
Fig. 13 shows the variation of the core inlet temperature during
loss of the heat sink due to one, two, three, four, five and six cooling
tower cells fail. The failure of one cell leads the core inlet temper-
ature to increase gradually as the tower exit temperature increases
to reach a maximum value of 42.6 �C by the end of the transient
time which is still below the setting value. In case of two cells fail,
the core inlet temperature increases more to reach the setting
values (43 �C) and the power reduction is triggered at time of
780 s to reach 17.6 MW (80% the power before limitation) leading
the core temperature to decrease rapidly. In case of more than two
cooling tower cells fail, the core inlet temperature increases
sharply and the power limitation action could not stop the temper-
ature rise and so it reaches its highest limit (44 �C) and the reactor
is scrammed leading the core inlet temperature to decrease
rapidly.

Figs. 14–16 show the maximum coolant, clad-surface and fuel-
center temperatures in the hot channel during loss of the heat sink
due to one, two, three, four, five and six cooling tower cells fail.
After the loss of one cooling tower cell, the core inlet temperature
increased gradually and so the maximum coolant temperature in
the hot channel also increased gradually from the steady-state va-
lue to reach 66.8 �C by the end of the transient time. In case of two
cooling tower cells fail, the maximum coolant temperature reaches
67.5 �C before limitation and then decreased gradually. In case of
more than two cells fail, the maximum coolant temperature in-
creases to 68.6 �C before scram is triggered and then it decreases
rapidly. The clad-surface and fuel-center temperatures follow the
same trend of the coolant temperature within the same case but
with higher temperature values and at different times depending
on the scram time for each case. The maximum temperature values
predicted and its occurrence time for regime II during the loss of
heat sink events are depicted in Table 6. It also shows that, the
maximum coolant, clad-surface and fuel-center temperatures are
still faraway the saturation, onset of nucleate boiling and blistering
temperatures respectively.
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Fig. 12. Cooling tower outlet temperature variation during loss of heat sink for regime II.
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Fig. 13. Core inlet temperature variation during loss of heat sink for regime II.
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Fig. 14. Maximum coolant temperature variation during loss of heat sink for regime II.
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Fig. 15. Maximum clad-surface temperature variation during loss of heat sink for regime II.
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Fig. 16. Maximum fuel-center temperature variation during loss of heat sink for regime II.
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5. Conclusions

A thermal–hydraulic model is formulated for a typical MTR
reactor using finite difference approximation of a group of differen-
tial equations that describe the reactor core, heat exchanger and
cooling tower. The model includes both the primary and secondary
cooling systems and predicts the fuel, clad, coolant temperatures in
core as well as the inlet and outlet temperature of both the heat ex-
changer and cooling tower. The model is validated by PARET code
for steady-state operation and verified also by the reactor opera-
tion records for transients. Then it is used to simulate the loss of
the ultimate heat sink accident described by failure of cooling
tower cells for two operation regimes. The first is for 11 MW
power, one primary cooling branch and three cooling tower cells,
while the second is for 22 MW power, two primary cooling branch
and six cooling tower cells. The reactor protection system is en-
abled during the simulation. The model predicts power reduction
safety actions and also scram taken by the reactor safety system
to assure safe temperature levels, it is shown from the predicted
results that, the maximum hot channel coolant, clad-surface and
fuel-center temperatures achieved in the reactor has a satisfactory
safety margin from saturation, onset of nucleate boiling and blis-
tering temperatures respectively.
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Table 6
Maximum temperature values predicted during loss of heat sink for regime II.

Event Coolant
(�C)

Clad-surface
(�C)

Fuel-center
(�C)

Time (s)

One cell fails 66.8 102.6 119.2 1900
Two cells fail 67.5 102.8 119.9 930
Three cells fail 68.6 104.0 120.8 1000
Four cells fail 68.6 104.0 120.8 840
Five cell fail 68.6 104.0 120.8 710
Six cells fail 68.6 104.0 120.8 640
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